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Why a Poetry Workshop? 
Because Poetry helps people understand the complexity and depth of 

things around us. It helps us understand that change can be brought 

through imagination. It shows us the power of expression   

In a poetry workshop as a team you will creatively collaborate 

because it is not just about writing, it is also about reading, listening 

and living a poem in front of others. It is about expressing yourself 

Poetry makes people happy and content and this workshop effort can 

expand to publishing your collective effort at a later stage. A lasting 

memory of your team’s creativity. 

Poetry Team Building 

In the corporate world we all sit in 

rooms, cubicles and even open 

spaces to find solutions to problems 

that make the engines move in the 

world.  

What will happen, when we sit in a 

room for 3 hours and read, write, 

share and explore Poetry? Come 

Find out... 

Open & Bind 

One of the fundamental aspects of 

a team is for its members to lose the 

inhibitions that prevent working 

together.  

Doing things outside work as a 

team helps in opening up to closely 

bind each other. And Poetry has 

this unique ability unlike anything 

else to Open and Bind even those 

minds closed to change. Because 

poetry is change. 

Everyone is a Poet 

The goal of every poetry is to make 

the reader a poet. There is always a 

first poem you will write before 

you write the second one.  

No one writes their 100th poem 

first so they can save writing 99 

others. It just does not happen, not 

with poetry, not with anything. 

There is a first time and one needs 

to get over it  
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About PenPositive 

PenPositive is a Creative Content Company. We collaborate with 

Creative Content professionals to build unique content experiences  

We have built Projects, Services, workshops and events bringing 

together content in the form of poetry, stories, photography and 

audio/visuals that enable people to come out and express creatively 

Many of our content projects are available on Social Media and free 

for the public to participate or take up and work on their own 

About Vinod Narayan 

As a blogger, poet and digital content management professional I 

have over years involved myself in the pursuit of creative content. 

From regularly taking up content projects as well as managing the 

implementation of large corporate websites that create unique web 

experiences. I work, play, live and love content.  

PenPositive for me is a step to build and extent beyond the 

boundaries. A dream I am walking so I can wake up where I want to. 

                                                                  -Vinod Narayan- 

 

 

 

 

 

Feel Like a Kid Again  

Poetry makes us imagine like nothing 

else; it tells us that words can make 

images of what we have always 

dreamt of. The PenPositive Poetry 

workshop is a 3 hour program that 

mirrors your primary class ambience 

dividing itself into reading, writing 

and expressing poetry. Experience the 

wonder we all had all over again 

Workshop Details 
• 5:30PM to 8:30PM 

• Class size not more than 10 

• A conference room  

• White board and markers 

• Papers and Pens (no laptops) 

 

What Happens 
We introduce and then we read and 

then we write and at the end of the 3 

hours we will emerge as a team of 

poets. Yes we, not just you, your 

instructor will also particpate, because 

poetry is not something you stand on 

the side and enjoy, you participate and 

collaborate 

Call Today for a Demo 
PenPositive Inc. 

Ph : 510-556-1450 

Email: workshops@penpositive.com 

Web:  www.penpositive.com 

 

The power of the pen is 

not in the color of the ink 

it spills but in the power 

of the word it spells 
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